ABSTRACT Infectious diseases kill nearly 9 million people annually. Bacterial pathogens are responsible for a large proportion of these diseases, and the bacterial agents of pneumonia, diarrhea, and tuberculosis are leading causes of death and disability worldwide. Increasingly, the crucial role of nonhost environments in the life cycle of bacterial pathogens is being recognized. Heightened scrutiny has been given to the biological processes impacting pathogen dissemination and survival in the natural environment, because these processes are essential for the transmission of pathogenic bacteria to new hosts. This chapter focuses on the model environmental pathogen Vibrio cholerae to describe recent advances in our understanding of how pathogens survive between hosts and to highlight the processes necessary to support the cycle of environmental survival, transmission, and dissemination. We describe the physiological and molecular responses of V. cholerae to changing environmental conditions, focusing on its survival in aquatic reservoirs between hosts and its entry into and exit from human hosts.
INTRODUCTION
Vibrio cholerae causes 3 to 5 million cases of cholera annually, resulting in 100,000 to 120,000 deaths (1, 2) . Infection occurs through the ingestion of contaminated water or food, primarily impacting regions that lack adequate sanitation and clean drinking water (3, 4) . The disease is characterized by watery diarrhea and rapid dehydration, which, if untreated, can lead to hypotonic shock and death within 12 hours of the first symptoms (3, 4) . Large outbreaks of the disease have occurred throughout the past two centuries, including several recent epidemics in Haiti, Vietnam, and Zimbabwe (5-7).
Annual seasonal outbreaks also occur in many areas of the world where cholera is endemic, including countries in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, due to the ability of toxigenic V. cholerae to survive in the aquatic environment year-round (8, 9) . The timing and severity of seasonal outbreaks vary depending on a number of environmental factors, including rainfall, salinity, temperature, and plankton blooms (10) .
Transmission between individuals within the same household is common, and the spread of cholera during outbreaks is often exacerbated in highly populated areas with poor infrastructure (11) . High bacterial loads of V. cholerae are shed in the stool of infected patients and exhibit a hyperinfective phenotype that can contribute to the aggressive nature of an epidemic (12) . Intriguingly, not all individuals infected with pathogenic V. cholerae exhibit symptoms of cholera, and several host factors appear to impact immunity to cholera. Both retinol deficiency and blood type O have been associated with an increased susceptibility to infection (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) . Independent of blood type, higher transmission rates of cholera are observed between first-degree relatives than between less closely related contacts living in the same household, indicating that additional genetic factors play a role in the susceptibility to cholera (14) . Additionally, while cholera infections can occur across all age groups, there are disproportionately high incidences and mortalities in children under the age of 5 (2) . Continued study of both the ecological and human dynamics influencing V. cholerae outbreaks and infectivity is essential to our understanding of cholera dissemination and transmission.
V. cholerae strains are classified into serogroups based on the structure of their cell surface lipopolysaccharides. Of the over 200 known serogroups of V. cholerae, only the O1 and O139 serotypes can produce the cholera toxin and cause pandemic cholera (3) . The O1 serotype is further classified into the classical and El Tor biotypes based on a number of phenotypic differences, including their susceptibility to polymyxin B and phage infection (3, 9) . Since 1817 there have been seven recorded cholera pandemics, the first six of which were most likely caused by the classical biotype. The El Tor biotype displaced the classical biotype as the predominant epidemic strain in 1961 and is responsible for the longest and most severe seventh pandemic, which continues today (19) . After its initial appearance in 1992, the O139 serogroup temporarily displaced the El Tor biotype in India and Bangladesh before it was displaced by a new El Tor strain in 1994 (20) . This serogroup switching occurred several times over the past decade in cholera-endemic regions, suggesting that acquired immunity plays an important role in the emergence of specific serogroups. It additionally suggests that rapid evolution and genetic rearrangement of O1 and O139 strains contribute to the persistence and reemergence of this disease (19, 21) . New pathogenic variants of V. cholerae that have emerged in recent years have characteristics of both the classical and El Tor strains. These are termed altered or atypical El Tor and include the Matlab variants from Bangladesh, the Mozambique variants, the recent Haitian variants, as well as a number of additional atypical El Tor variants from around the world (22) .
Historically, the El Tor strains are credited with having greater environmental fitness than the classical strains, while the classical strains are considered to induce a more severe form of cholera than the El Tor strains (3, 9) . Genetic analysis of V. cholerae El Tor variants revealed the conservation of a predominately El Tor genomic backbone containing multiple genomic islands that match the classical strain, confirming that they are genetic hybrids (23) . El Tor variants appear to combine the environmental fitness of El Tor strains and the higher infectivity of classical strains and are associated with increased ecological persistence, infectivity, disease severity, and dispersion worldwide (19, (23) (24) (25) (26) . As V. cholerae strains continue to adapt and evolve, understanding the underlying factors that contribute to enhanced environmental persistence and increased transmission will be essential to our ability to predict outbreaks and establish preventative measures.
V. cholerae is an ideal model environmental pathogen for understanding the cycle of environmental survival, transmission, and dissemination of bacterial pathogens between hosts. In this chapter, we describe V. cholerae strategies that impact environmental survival, as well as the environmental conditions that contribute to the initiation of an outbreak. We then describe the molecular and physiological responses V. cholerae undergoes during its initial transmission into the human host and during late-stage infection in preparation for dissemination. The ability of V. cholerae to transition between the human host and the aquatic environment is essential for the explosive waterborne spread of cholera during outbreaks, as well as the persistence of V. cholerae in endemic areas during nonepidemic periods.
MECHANISMS OF ENVIRONMENTAL SURVIVAL AND FACTORS INFLUENCING OUTBREAKS
V. cholerae is considered an environmental pathogen, because it spends much of its life cycle outside of the human host in estuarine and coastal environments. This pathogen's residence in the aquatic environment year round requires it to respond to a number of fluctuating conditions, including temperature shifts, osmotic stress, nutrient limitation, and predation. To survive these challenges, V. cholerae employs a number of strategies including formation of biofilms on abiotic and biotic surfaces, transition to a metabolically quiescent state, acquisition and storage of nutrients, and initiation of protective responses to specific physiological and biological stressors. In this section we detail major factors contributing to V. cholerae growth and persistence in the aquatic environment, as well as known drivers of seasonal outbreaks.
Biofilm Formation in the Aquatic Environment
In the aquatic environment V. cholerae is frequently found in microbial communities known as biofilms (8) .
These communities are often associated with surfaces and are composed of cell aggregates encased by a selfproduced or acquired extracellular matrix. Biofilms contribute to the environmental persistence of V. cholerae and provide protection from a number of environmental stresses, including nutrient limitation and predation by protozoa and bacteriophages (27) (28) (29) . While V. cholerae can form biofilms on many biotic and abiotic surfaces, it is predominately found in association with zooplankton, phytoplankton, and oceanic chitin rain (30) .
Transmission may be enhanced by the ingestion of biofilms, which allow for the delivery of high numbers of bacteria to human hosts (31) . The removal of particles larger than 20 μm via simple filtration resulted in a reduction of reported cholera cases, suggesting that manual removal of biofilms and zooplankton-associated biofilms from the environment impedes transmission (32, 33) . Additionally, biofilm-like aggregates have been observed in patient stool and are known to exhibit a hyperinfectious phenotype, suggesting that biofilms play a role not only in transmission from the environment to the host, but also in the spread of cholera from host to host (34, 35) . Given the importance of biofilms in V. cholerae's environmental survival and subsequent transmission to the human host, we discuss the development, structure, and regulation of V. cholerae biofilms, as well as the impact of environmental signals on biofilm formation (Fig. 1 ).
Molecular basis of V. cholerae biofilm formation V. cholerae biofilm formation is a multistep process that begins with surface scanning and initial attachment, followed by the production of extracellular matrix components and the formation of microcolonies, and finally the development of highly organized, three-dimensional structures (36) (37) (38) . A single polar flagellum powered by a Na + motor drives V. cholerae motility; when V. cholerae cells swim near surfaces, hydrodynamic forces act on the flagellum and induce torque on the cell body, which deflects the swimming direction of cells into curved clockwise paths (38, 39, 40) . A recent study revealed that V. cholerae exhibits two distinct, clockwise motility modes when approaching a glass surface, known as "roaming" and "orbiting." The roaming mode involves weak interactions between the surface and V. cholerae's mannosesensitive hemagglutinin pili (MSHA), while orbiting results from stronger interactions between the surface and MSHA. Orbiting cells exhibit a distribution of intermittent pauses prior to attaching to the surface, while roaming cells pass over surface regions without attaching. Pausing and attachment were ablated in orbiting cells when MSHA attachment was interrupted, indicating that MSHA pili binding to the surface is mechanochemical in nature and likely plays an important role in V. cholerae's transition from motile to sessile. Furthermore, sites of initial surface attachment in V. cholerae biofilm formation strongly correlate with the location of eventual microcolonies, which indicates that surfaceassociated motility does not occur following cell attachment and does not contribute to microcolony formation (37).
After V. cholerae attaches to a surface, it produces an extracellular matrix composed of polysaccharides, proteins, and nucleic acids (41, 42) . Key components of the V. cholerae biofilm matrix include Vibrio polysaccharide (VPS); the biofilm matrix proteins RbmA, RbmC, and Bap1; and extracellular DNA (eDNA) (38, 41, (43) (44) (45) . Each component plays a unique role in the formation and structure of the biofilm. The V. cholerae biofilm-matrix cluster (VcBMC) encodes the genes involved in the production of VPS and the RbmA and RbmC matrix proteins in a functional genetic module composed of the vps-I, rbmA-E, and vps-II gene clusters (38, 43, 44, 46) . The gene encoding Bap1 is encoded elsewhere on the chromosome (44) .
VPS is secreted shortly after attachment and is essential for the development of three-dimensional biofilm structures (Fig. 1C) (38, 42, 46) . Two types of VPS were identified in the biofilm: the repeating unit of the major variant of the polysaccharide portion of VPS is
] n , while the minor variant (∼20%) replaces the α-D-Glc with α-D-GlcNAc (47) . Interaction of VPS with biofilm matrix proteins is critical for biofilm formation. Deletion mutants that cannot produce VPS are unable to retain RbmA, RbmC, and Bap1 at a solid-liquid interface, and RmbC was found to be critical for incorporation of VPS throughout the biofilm (42) . During biofilm formation, RbmA, Bap1, and RbmC are secreted by the type II secretion system and maintain spatial and temporal patterns during this process (48) . After initial attachment and VPS production, RbmA accumulates on the cell surface, where it facilitates cell-cell interaction, followed by Bap1 secretion at the cell-attachment surface interface. RbmC is then secreted at discrete sites on the cell surface. As the biofilm matures, RbmC and Bap1 form flexible envelopes that can grow as cells divide. Continued secretion of biofilm components results in a fully formed biofilm composed of organized clusters composed of cells, VPS, RbmA, Bap1, and RbmC (42) . V. cholerae phenotypic variants with enhanced ability to form FIGURE 1 Role of biofilms in V. cholerae survival, transmission, and dissemination. (A) Biofilms play an important role in V. cholerae environmental protection, transmission into the human host, and dissemination to new hosts and back into environmental reservoirs. V. cholerae can be readily found growing in biofilms in the aquatic environment, often in association with zooplankton, phytoplankton, detritus, sediment, or oceanic chitin rain. This growth mode provides protection from a number of environmental stressors, including nutrient limitation and predation, and allows V. cholerae to survive in the aquatic environment year-round. The manual removal of biofilms and planktonassociated biofilms from the environment has been shown to decrease transmission during seasonal outbreaks. Additionally, the ingestion of V. cholerae grown in biofilms allows for the delivery of both higher numbers of bacteria and hyperinfectious cells. Though the role of biofilms during host infection is still being studied, biofilm-like aggregates have been observed in patient stool and also exhibit a hyperinfectious phenotype, suggesting that biofilms play a role not only in transmission from the environment to the host, but also in the spread of cholera from host to host. (B) VpsR and VpsT are the master positive regulators of biofilm genes and positively regulate one another's expression and genes involved in biofilm formation. VpsR additionally activates the expression of a master virulence regulator, AphA, which in turn activates VpsT expression. VpsT activity is dependent on its interaction with the small signaling molecule, c-di-GMP, which is synthesized by diguanylate cyclases (DGCs) and degraded by phosphodiesterases (PDEs). The quorum sensing regulator, HapR, represses expression of VpsR, VpsT, and AphA in response to high cell density. At low cell density, HapR is inactivated and biofilm formation is upregulated. H-NS (histone-like nucleoid structuring protein) is an additional negative regulator of biofilm formation. Its repressive function is silenced by VpsT. (C) An electron scanning microscopy image of a V. cholerae biofilm shows cells encased in biofilm matrix.
biofilms, termed rugose, arise and get selected during biofilm formation. Rugose variants are associated with higher production of VPS and have increased resistance to environmental stress (38) .
There is limited information on dispersal of V. cholerae biofilms. Two extracellular nucleases, Dns and Xds, contribute to biofilm dispersal, presumably via their degradation of eDNA, though the exact role of Dns, Xds, and eDNA in dispersal is still unclear (45) . Deletion of Dns and Xds also resulted in impaired in vivo colonization, suggesting that dispersal from the biofilm may be necessary for colonization of the host and effective transmission (45) . Additionally, a putative polysaccharide lyase encoded by rbmB has been hypothesized to play a role in VPS degradation, and rbmB mutants exhibit enhanced biofilm formation (44) . The negative regulation of biofilm matrix production likely plays a role in dispersal; however, genes involved in degradation of VPS and biofilm proteins have yet to be identified. Further study of this important step in the biofilm cycle is essential for a full understanding of the role biofilms play in survival, dissemination, and transmission.
A complex network of regulators govern V. cholerae biofilm formation
Various regulators participate in regulation of biofilm formation, including the transcriptional activators: VpsR, VpsT, and AphA; repressors: HapR and H-NS; alternative sigma factors; small regulatory RNAs; and a multitude of signaling molecules (Fig. 1B) . VpsR is the master regulator of biofilm formation, activating vps genes, matrix protein genes, and genes that encode part of the type II secretion system required for secretion of matrix proteins. Deletion of vpsR abolishes formation of biofilms (49) (50) (51) . VpsT also upregulates biofilm formation and must bind to the small signaling molecule cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate (c-di-GMP) to activate its transcriptional regulation of VcBMC genes (52) . While the VpsR and VpsT regulons extensively overlap, likely due to their ability to positively control each other's expression, VpsR has a greater impact on biofilm formation (49, 51) . VpsR and VpsT can directly bind to the upstream regulatory region of the vps-II cluster; VpsR and VpsT binding sites have also been identified in the upstream regulatory regions of the vps-I cluster, the rbmA gene, and the vpsT gene (53) . VpsR also upregulates a master virulence regulator, AphA, which was shown to enhance biofilm formation via its transcriptional control of vpsT (54) . AphA provides a link between the expression of virulence genes and biofilm genes, potentially playing a role in in vivo biofilm formation and likely contributing to the hyperinfectivity of cells grown in biofilms (54) .
HapR is the main repressor of biofilm formation; it is activated through a quorum sensing (QS) pathway that responds to cell density (55, 56) . At low cell density, quorum-regulated small RNAs (sRNAs), Qrr1-4, work in conjunction with the sRNA chaperone Hfq to prevent the translation of hapR mRNA. This translational interference relieves HapR repression of biofilm genes. At high cell densities, production of Qrr1-4 diminishes and HapR levels rise, allowing HapR to repress biofilm formation by directly binding to the regulatory regions of vpsT and the vps-II operon (57). Though not detailed here, several additional regulators can influence the expression of hapR in response to signals that are presently unknown (58) (59) (60) (61) (62) . This indicates that, in addition to population dynamics, a number of other factors can influence the timing of HapR expression, which in turn modulates the formation of mature biofilms and subsequent dispersal from biofilms (55, 63) . In addition to its role in modulating nucleoid topology, a histone-like protein, H-NS, also acts as a major negative regulator of biofilm and virulence genes and directly binds to the vps-I, vps-II, and vpsT promoter regions (64, 65) .
Biofilm formation is also influenced by small nucleotide signaling, including c-di-GMP, cyclic adenosinemonophosphate (cAMP), and guanosine 3′-diphosphate 5′-triphosphate and guanosine 3′,5′-bis (diphosphate) (p)ppGpp signaling. C-di-GMP is a second messenger signaling molecule that is important in regulating V. cholerae's transition from a motile to a sessile state; high cellular c-di-GMP levels enhance transcription of key genes involved in biofilm formation (66) . C-di-GMP is synthesized by diguanylate cyclases (DGCs), which contain GGDEF domains, and is degraded by phosphodiesterases (PDEs), which contain EAL or HD-GYP domains. The V. cholerae genome encodes 62 predicted DGCs and PDEs, though only a fraction have been shown to impact c-di-GMP levels, and it is likely that many of these proteins are activated in response to specific environmental signals (49, 57, (67) (68) (69) (70) . In V. cholerae, c-di-GMP is sensed by receptor proteins, including PilZ, VpsT, and FlrA, or c-di-GMP riboswitches, which are activated by binding c-di-GMP (52, (71) (72) (73) . In contrast to c-di-GMP, the second messenger cAMP acts as a repressor of V. cholerae biofilm formation (74) . cAMP binds its cAMP receptor protein (CRP), forming the cAMP-CRP complex, which downregulates expression of rbmA, rbmC, bap1, vpsR, and other vps genes (61, 74, 75 and the biosynthesis of the QS autoinducer CAI-I, which allows V. cholerae to sense increases in cell density and further upregulates HapR (61, 75) .
Finally, biofilm formation is promoted by the stringent response, which is triggered by nutritional stress and results in the synthesis of (p)ppGpp by RelA, SpoT, and RelV (76) (77) (78) . Overexpression of (p)ppGpp was shown to increase biofilm formation. All three (p)ppGpp synthases are necessary for vpsR transcription, but only RelA is necessary for vpsT transcription, indicating that the synthases may also have a direct role in regulating biofilm genes (78) . The c-di-GMP, cAMP, and (p)ppGpp pathways play key roles in regulating biofilm formation, allowing V. cholerae to quickly respond to various environmental inputs by modulating internal levels of these small nucleotide signals.
Regulation of biofilm formation in response to changing environmental conditions in the aquatic environment and the human host Estuaries, which act as environmental reservoirs for V. cholerae, undergo significant nutrient, temperature, salinity, and osmolarity fluctuations that can impact biofilm formation and vps expression (79) (80) (81) . Additionally, signals encountered during passage through a human host can impact biofilm formation, including bile and the organic compound indole (82, 83) . Nutritional status appears to play a key role in biofilm formation, and the highly conserved bacterial phosphoenolpyruvate phosphotransferase system (PTS) was recently linked to the regulation of V. cholerae biofilm formation. Four independent PTS pathways have been identified in activation or repression of V. cholerae biofilm formation and are mainly responsible for the positive regulation of biofilm in response to PTS sugars (84, 85) . In contrast, the parallel nitrogen-specific PTS pathway appears to repress biofilm formation in LB, but not in minimal media (84) . The involvement of PTS in biofilm formation suggests that the PTS may play a role in determining environmental suitability for biofilm growth and provides a clear link between V. cholerae's nutrition status and ability to form biofilms.
In addition to PTS substrates, a number of other environmental signals can influence V. cholerae biofilm formation. Small organic cations known as polyamines are produced by both eukaryotic and bacterial cells and are known to influence biofilm formation in V. cholerae (86) (87) (88) . Increased environmental concentrations of the polyamine norspermidine increases biofilm formation and leads to NspS-mediated activation of vpsL transcription (88) . Spermidine, which has a similar structure to norspermidine, represses biofilm formation, and it has been hypothesized that excess exogenous spermidine may inhibit NspS interaction with norspermidine (87) . Calcium (Ca +2 ) levels can vary in the aquatic environment, and extracellular Ca +2 has been demonstrated to inhibit vps transcription and lead to the dissolution of biofilms (89, 90) . Indole, which is produced by bacteria found in the human gut, is thought to activate expression of vps genes (82) . Additional signals and their impacts on biofilm formation are discussed in the subsequent sections. Though the mechanisms by which many of these signals are sensed have yet to be determined, elucidation of signal sensing and response is essential to our understanding of V. cholerae survival and could lead to the development of targeted treatments that interrupt these pathways.
Nutrient Acquisition in the Aquatic Environment
V. cholerae is prototrophic and must acquire nutrients from its environment. Procuring essential nutrients can be challenging in the aquatic environment, where seasonally variable conditions and inter-and intraspecies competition limit access and availability. V. cholerae employs a number of tightly regulated nutrient acquisition strategies to enable its survival and persistence in the aquatic environment; some of these strategies are also utilized when similar conditions are met in the host.
Chitin utilization
Chitin, an abundant insoluble polymer found in the exoskeleton of zooplankton and other marine crustaceans, provides a significant source of carbon and nitrogen for V. cholerae in the aquatic environment (30, (91) (92) (93) . Composed of β-1,4-linked N-acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) residues, chitin not only serves as a nutrient source, but also acts as a signaling molecule, a substrate for biofilm growth, and a mode of dissemination for V. cholerae (93) . V. cholerae utilizes chemotaxis to swim toward chitin subunits, followed by attachment to chitin via a mechanism involving the MSHA pilus and the chitin-binding protein GbpA (93, 94) . In response to chitin attachment, V. cholerae initiates a chitin catabolic response, which allows cells to degrade and catabolize chitin residues, and simultaneously induces natural competency, which allows cells to acquire new genetic material ( Fig. 2) (95) . Competent bacteria and eDNA are in close proximity in biofilms, so the bacteria can readily take up DNA and expand the genome to better cope with the stresses of the environmental lifestyle. Additionally, biofilm formation on chitinous zooplankton allows V. cholerae to disseminate to new waterways via passive locomotion or by mechanical transfer (96) (97) (98) . Thus, V. cholerae growth on chitin supports survival, evolution, and transmission.
Two extracellular chitinases, ChiA-1 and ChiA-2, are activated during growth on chitin and degrade insoluble chitin polymers into shorter GlcNAc oligomers, which are then transported into the cell via an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter (93, 99) . The V. cholerae response to chitin is mediated by a two-component signal transduction system. In a typical two-component system (TCS) signal transduction cascade, the membranebound histidine kinase senses an environmental signal and autophosphorylates. The phosphate is then transferred to its cognate response regulator, which alters the conformation of its output domain and initiates changes in gene expression or enzymatic activities. The sensor kinase ChiS initiates the chitin signaling cascade, though it does not appear to utilize the canonical TCS signaling described above. Instead, a high-affinity chitin binding protein (CBP) interacts with ChiS in the periplasm to keep it in the inactive state. In the presence of chitin, chitin subunits enter the periplasm through chitoporins and bind to CBP. The binding of chitin subunits to CBP allows it to dissociate from ChiS and activates the ChiS signaling cascade; it is unknown if this activation is initiated by autophosphorylation or an alternative mechanism (99) . ChiS regulates the expression of 41 chitininduced genes, including the GlcNAc catabolic operon, two extracellular chitinases, a chitoporin, and a type IV pilus involved in natural competency (93, 100) .
Recent work suggests that ChiS likely has two independent targets: a catabolic regulon and a competence regulon. ChiS activation of the catabolic regulon is mediated by a hypothetical canonical response regulator, ChiR, which remains to be identified and is required for transcription of the chitin catabolic genes in the chb operon (93, 100) . Active ChiS also activates the transmembrane regulator, TfoS, which is responsible for regulating natural competency. TfoS subsequently promotes the transcription of the competence-inducing sRNA, tfoR (100, 101). Transcription of tfoR is essential for the translation of tfoX mRNA, a positive regulator of natural competence and chitin metabolism genes in V. cholerae (102) . TfoX and HapR activate expression of the regulator QstR, which is required for the expression of a subset of competence genes (103) . Both activation of catabolism and competence appear to be independent of the ChiS conserved phosphorelay residues, indicating that ChiS activates chitin catabolism and natural competency through an atypical and, as yet, unidentified mechanism.
Provision of competing carbon sources can downregulate the chitin utilization program via carbon catabolite repression (96) . Carbon catabolite repression allows V. cholerae to preferentially utilize easily metabolized carbon sources by repressing less desirable pathways, and glucose and other PTS sugars were shown to repress chitin utilization and natural competency. The PTS interferes with the accumulation of cAMP, which is required to work with its binding partner CRP, to initiate efficient colonization of the chitin surface, chitin degradation and utilization, and the induction of natural competency. Thus, PTS sugars inhibit the chitin utilization program via its repression of cAMP synthesis (96) . Intriguingly, cAMP-CRP has been shown to repress biofilm formation, a phenotype associated with growth on chitin. This highlights the intricate and complex regulatory network that governs these phenotypes, and further investigation is needed to understand how biofilm formation evades repression via cAMP-CRP when growing on chitin.
The chitin utilization program alleviates starvation due to the lack of nutrients in the water column, promotes the formation of biofilms, and initiates natural competency in V. cholerae. Additionally, components of this system may play roles in survival and pathogenesis during infection. Similarities between chitin and intestinal mucins allow the N-acetylglucosamine binding protein (GbpA) to aid in both attachment to chitin and in intestinal colonization of the host (104, 105) . The extracellular chitinase ChiA2 was recently found to promote survival and pathogenesis in the host by allowing V. cholerae to utilize mucin as a nutrient source. ChiA2 was shown to deglycosylate mucin, resulting in the release of GlcNAc and its oligomers, which can then be utilized for growth and survival in the host (106) . This link between environmental and host nutrient acquisition is important in the evolution of V. cholerae to become a successful environmental pathogen, allowing it readily to navigate two different systems using similar tools.
Nutrient storage granules
In addition to chitin utilization, V. cholerae copes with carbon limitation in the environment by using intracellular glycogen stores that are synthesized and accumulated when carbon sources are highly available. Glycogen, a polysaccharide made of glucose monomers with α-1,4 linkages and α-1,6 branches, serves as a common form of energy storage for many organisms. Once in the periplasm, chitin oligomers bind to the chitin binding protein (CBP), allowing it to release from and relive repression of the histidine kinase, ChiS, which is part of a two-component system (TCS). Once active, ChiS activates an as yet unidentified response regulator, ChiR, which upregulates genes involved in chitin catabolism and utilization. While ChiS is thought also to play a role in TfoS activation, the mechanism has not been identified. However, it is known that TfoS binds to chitin oligomers in the periplasm and dimerizes to become active. Once in its active conformation, TfoS upregulates the expression of the small RNA (sRNA), tfor, which in turn, activates translation of tfox mRNA. TfoX goes on to upregulate genes involved in competency, including the chitin regulated pilus and QstR. The activation of both the chitin catabolism and competency pathways are also dependent on the cAMP-CRP complex and in the absence of this complex are repressed. (B) Glycogen storage is activated in response to nitrogen limitation. The first reaction in glycogen synthesis is catalyzed by the ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase enzymes GlgC1 and GlgC2, which generate ADP-glucose from ATP and glucose-1-phosphate. Subsequently, the enzymes GlgA and GlgB build glycogen by forming α-1,4 and α-1,6 linkages, respectively, between ADP-glucose monomers. Glycogen breakdown is initiated by three enzymes: the glycogen debranching GlgX, the maltodextrin phosphorylase GlgP, and the 4-α-glucanotransferase MalQ. Additionally, in response to unknown environmental stimuli, the TCS VarSA is activated and has been shown to enhance glycogen storage and posttranscriptionally repress the global transcriptional regulator, CsrA. (C) Environmental inorganic phosphate (Pi) levels regulate a number of cell processes in V. cholerae. When Pi is high, V. cholerae initiates the biosynthesis of large amounts of inorganic polyphosphate (poly-P), composed of long chains of linked Pi, via the polyphosphate kinase, PPK. When Pi is limited, the TCS PhoBR is activated and regulates a number of cellular processes, including virulence, motility, biofilm formation, and Pi uptake. (D) V. cholerae uses a number of mechanisms to facilitate iron acquisition. Iron uptake is regulated by the iron-dependent regulator, Fur. When iron levels are high, Fur complexes with ferrous iron (Fur-Fe 2+ ) and directly binds to conserved regions on V. cholerae glycogen accumulation is regulated by nitrogen and carbon availability (Fig. 2 ). When nitrogen is in excess, glycogen is continually synthesized and degraded at basal levels. When nitrogen is limited, enzymes involved in glycogen synthesis are upregulated and glycogen accumulation within the cell is stimulated (107) . During the first step of glycogen synthesis in V. cholerae, the ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase enzymes GlgC1 and GlgC2 generate ADP-glucose from ATP and glucose-1-phosphate. Subsequently, the enzymes GlgA and GlgB build glycogen by forming α-1,4 and α-1,6 linkages, respectively, between ADP-glucose monomers (107) . Depending on nitrogen and carbon availability, V. cholerae initiates glycogen breakdown via three enzymes: the glycogen debranching protein GlgX, the maltodextrin phosphorylase GlgP, and the 4-α-glucanotransferase MalQ (107, 108) . The global transcriptional regulator CsrA (for carbon storage regulator) has been shown to negatively control the glg genes in Escherichia coli and is thought to play a similar role in V. cholerae (108, 109) . In V. cholerae, CsrA is posttranscriptionally regulated by the TCS VarSA, which represses CsrA translation via the activation of three sRNAs in response to an unknown environmental signal. A mutant lacking the histidine kinase gene varS had significantly less glycogen storage than wild type, indicating that this system and CsrA are involved in glycogen storage in V. cholerae (58, 108) . Activation of VarSA and repression of CsrA are also known to inhibit biofilm formation via activation of HapR and may link carbon storage and nutritional status to QS and biofilm formation (58) . Glycogen storage and utilization promote V. cholerae dissemination and environmental survival in multiple ways. It is known that V. cholerae cells in rice water stool contain glycogen storage granules, indicating that the organism stores glycogen in preparation for dissemination from the nutrient-rich host into nutrientpoor environments such as stool or pond water (107) . These glycogen stores have been shown to prolong V. cholerae survival in rice water stool, pond water, and the infant rabbit host (107, 108) . Interestingly, a mutant unable to degrade glycogen survived as long as wild type in two of three rice water stool samples, while mutants defective in glycogen storage had reduced survival compared to wild type in all samples. This demonstrated that the presence of glycogen plays a protective role against environmental stresses, regardless of its ability to be metabolized, and can prolong survival after V. cholerae is shed in stool. However, in carbon-poor environments, the ability to degrade and utilize glycogen stores appears to be essential for survival, because mutants unable to degrade glycogen were dramatically attenuated in survival when compared to wild type under these conditions (107) .
Glycogen-rich V. cholerae was also shown to be more virulent in an infant mouse model of transmission. Mutants lacking the ability to synthesize or degrade glycogen were attenuated for transmission in infant mice following incubation in pond water, indicating that the abilities to store and use glycogen are critical for V. cholerae to infect new hosts. Passage through pond water prior to infection was intended to mimic the environment V. cholerae encounters when it is shed in stool before it encounters a new host. This passage was necessary to observe the attenuated phenotype and supports the hypothesis that glycogen storage is important for transmission from host to host (107) . Glycogen storage and metabolism appear to play significant roles in V. cholerae transmission, dissemination, and environmental survival.
the genome, called Fur boxes, to regulate the transcription of target genes. The Fur-Fe 2+ complex upregulates genes involved in iron storage, metabolism, and antioxidant defense and represses iron uptake genes, including the genes encoding the Feo and Fbp transport systems, which facilitate uptake of ferrous and ferric iron, respectively. Under ironlimited conditions, V. cholerae produces and secretes the siderophore vibriobactin via the VibBDEFH system. Ferric vibriobactin is imported back into the cell via the outer membrane protein ViuA and both of V. cholerae's TonB-ExbBD complexes. Ferric vibriobactin is then transported through the periplasm to the inner membrane by the periplasmic binding protein, ViuP, and then across the inner membrane by two transport systems, ViuPDGC and VctPDGC. The cytoplasmic esterase, ViuB, processes ferric vibriobactin and removes the iron from the siderophore so that it may be used within the cell. V. cholerae can import siderophores produced by other bacteria, including enterobactin, which is recognized by two enterobactin receptors, IrgA and VctA, and then transported across the outer membrane with energy supplied by the TonB2-ExbBD complex, followed by shuttling across the inner membrane by the transport systems ViuPDGC and VctPDGC. The enzyme responsible for processing ferric enterobactin in V. cholerae has not been identified.
Inorganic phosphate availability
V. cholerae must cope with the limited availability of inorganic phosphate (Pi), an essential nutrient, during its residence in the aquatic environment. In V. cholerae, PhoBR activates the Pho regulon, which includes genes involved in phosphate homeostasis, biofilm formation, motility, and virulence ( Fig. 2) (110, 111) . PhoBR is composed of the histidine kinase, PhoR, which phosphorylates its response regulator, PhoB, in response to low extracellular Pi levels. Once phosphorylated, PhoB regulates the expression of the genes that make up the Pho regulon through direct binding to DNA sequences known as Pho boxes. When Pi levels are sufficient, the phosphate-specific transport system (Pst) is inactive and represses activation of PhoBR through an unknown mechanism; this repression is lifted when Pi levels are low and the Pst becomes activated. Induction of PhoBR activity results in significant production of PstS, the periplasmic component of the Pst (112) . Phosphorylated PhoB (P∼PhoB) stimulates production of the alkaline phosphatase PhoA, which provides the cell with exogenous Pi, and two PhoH-family ATPases, which have unknown roles in mediating Pi limitation. P∼PhoB also inhibits production of the outer membrane pore-forming proteins OmpU and OmpT, while stimulating production of the phosphate-specific porin, PhoE (112, 113) . Pi limitation induces genes that are part of the general stress regulon, which is controlled by the alternative sigma factor RpoS, and likely contributes to the ability of V. cholerae to survive low Pi conditions (112) .
PhoBR also plays a role during infection and dissemination, suggesting that V. cholerae may experience Pi limitation in the host. phoB mutants had diminished survival in low-phosphate medium and infant mouse and rabbit intestines, as well as in pond water after passage through a host (110, 113) . The response regulator PhoB is also required for V. cholerae survival in pond water following dissemination from the host (110) . In vivo Pi supplementation only partially restored the colonization defect of a phoB mutant, indicating that this response regulator may respond to other signals in the small intestine. Additionally, PhoBR is a negative regulator of the major virulence activator tcpP and appears to play a temporal role in infection, because both strains lacking PhoBR and strains with constitutively activated PhoBR resulted in attenuated colonization in an infant mouse model (110) . During late-stage infection, PhoB is known to regulate genes involved in c-di-GMP metabolism that positively regulate motility, supporting a model in which phosphate limitation in the host prepares V. cholerae for dissemination by activating PhoB and motility (111) . Together, these studies indicate that PhoBR is important for V. cholerae during much of its life cycle.
V. cholerae synthesizes large amounts of inorganic polyphosphate (poly-P), composed of long chains of linked Pi, in response to surplus extracellular phosphate (Fig. 2) . Loss of ppk, which encodes for the polyphosphate kinase required for poly-P synthesis, did not impact V. cholerae motility, biofilm formation, starvation survival, virulence, or colonization of the suckling mouse intestine. However, sensitivity to other environmental stressors was enhanced, including sensitivity to acid stress, osmotic stress, and oxidative stress in a Pi-limited medium (114) . Molecular mechanisms by which ppk provides protection from these stresses are yet to be determined.
Iron availability
Iron is an essential nutrient needed for a variety of cellular processes, including energy metabolism, yet it is limited in aquatic environments due to poor solubility. To survive in iron-limited environments, V. cholerae has evolved a wide variety of mechanisms for acquiring iron and coping with iron starvation (Fig. 2) . As is the case with many other bacterial species, iron uptake is controlled by the iron-dependent regulator Fur, which regulates the expression of genes involved in iron uptake, storage, and metabolism in response to intracellular iron levels. When iron levels are high, Fur complexes with ferrous iron (Fur-Fe
2+
) and represses the transcription of target genes by directly binding to conserved regions in their promoters, called Fur boxes (115) . The Fur-Fe 2+ complex represses iron uptake genes, including the genes encoding the Feo and Fbp transport systems, which facilitate uptake of ferrous and ferric iron, respectively, and upregulates genes involved in iron storage, metabolism, and antioxidant defense (115) (116) (117) . When iron is limited, uncomplexed Fur represses genes encoding nonessential iron-containing proteins and activates the expression of alternative proteins, such as manganese-containing superoxide dismutase (115) . Independent of iron levels, Fur also appears to play a role in virulence by upregulating genes located in the V. cholerae pathogenicity island. Though the exact role of Fur during host infection is unknown, a fur deletion mutant displayed reduced colonization compared to wild type in the infant mouse model (115) .
When iron is limited, V. cholerae utilizes small iron chelating compounds known as siderophores, which scavenge iron with extremely high efficiency. V. cholerae produces a unique catechol siderophore called vibrio-bactin from dihydroxybenzoate, threonine, and norspermidine via the VibBDEFH system (118) (119) (120) . Ferric vibriobactin is recognized by the outer membrane protein ViuA, and its movement across the outer membrane is facilitated by both of V. cholerae's TonB-ExbBD complexes, which harness the proton motive force to power the import of substrates (121, 122) . Upon entering the periplasm, ferric vibriobactin is transported to the inner membrane by the periplasmic binding protein ViuP, followed by movement through the inner membrane by two ABC transport systems, ViuPDGC and VctPDGC (120, 123, 124) . The cytoplasmic esterase ViuB is required for ferric vibriobactin processing or removal of iron from the siderophore (125) . After being freed from vibriobactin, the ferric iron can be used in various cellular processes. Loss of the ability to synthesize vibriobactin had no effect on V. cholerae virulence in the infant mouse, indicating that use of this siderophore is not a critical iron acquisition mechanism in the host (126) .
V. cholerae can also take advantage of siderophores produced by other Gram-negative bacteria, including the catechol siderophore enterobactin, thus maximizing iron uptake without the energetic costs of synthesizing vibriobactin (123) . Uptake of ferric enterobactin is facilitated by two enterobactin receptors, IrgA and VctA, which recognize the compound on the outer membrane (124) . The iron-enterobactin complex is then transported across the outer membrane with energy supplied by the TonB2-ExbBD complex, followed by shuttling across the inner membrane by the transport systems ViuPDGC and VctPDGC (123, 124, 127) . The genes required for removal of iron from enterobactin are unknown. ViuB, the esterase that processes vibriobactin, is different in sequence and structure from Fes, the enterobactin-processing protein from E. coli, and is not expected to cleave iron from enterobactin (125) . While it is not known whether V. cholerae encounters enterobactin at significant levels in the host, sewage-contaminated waters likely contain enterobactin-producers, and thus, the pathogen's coexistence with such bacteria in the environment may facilitate its survival and transmission to new hosts.
When iron is limited, V. cholerae maximizes cellular function without iron. Genes that encode nonessential iron-dependent proteins are repressed, and V. cholerae replaces proteins that require iron cofactors with alternative forms. For example, during iron limitation V. cholerae represses the gene for iron-dependent superoxide dismutase SodB while manganese-dependent SodA is upregulated, thus ensuring that the cell can resist oxidative damage despite the lack of iron (115) . FumC, the alternative, non-iron-containing form of fumarate hydratase, is also produced, ensuring that the cells can perform the tricarboxylic acid cycle in the absence of iron (115) . Iron limitation also activates the TCS CpxAR, which regulates cell envelope stress responses. Activation of the Cpx pathway results in elevated transcription of genes involved in iron acquisition and homeostasis and is required for adaption to iron-limited conditions (128) . The wide variety of mechanisms used by V. cholerae to acquire iron and adapt to iron limitation further highlights the importance of this metal for the organism's survival in the environment and the host.
During infection, iron is sequestered within host cells and is relatively inaccessible to extracellular pathogens; however, V. cholerae is capable of using alternative iron acquisition mechanisms in the host. Iron limitation positively regulates the production of hemolysin, which lyses mammalian cells and frees heme and hemoglobin for V. cholerae to utilize (129) . The TonBdependent receptor proteins HutA, HutR, and HasR recognize heme and hemoglobin on the outer membrane (130, 131) . Mutation of all three of these receptor genes renders V. cholerae completely unable to utilize heme or hemoglobin yet do not impact its ability to colonize an infant mouse, indicating that the pathogen possesses additional mechanisms for iron acquisition in vivo (131).
Response to Physiological and Biological Stressors in the Aquatic Environment
Physiological conditions such as salinity and temperature can change drastically in V. cholerae's aquatic habitats and can alter the growth patterns and population dynamics of the organism. Biological stressors can also impact V. cholerae survival and abundance, including inter-and intraspecies competition and predation by protozoa and bacteriophages. V. cholerae has evolved mechanisms for adapting to these physiological and biological stressors, which allows it to survive in aquatic reservoirs when conditions are unfavorable.
Adaptations to changes in salinity
In the coastal and estuarine habitats of V. cholerae, fluctuations in salinity and osmolarity are common and vary seasonally. Additionally, V. cholerae must adapt to salinity shifts upon host entry and exit. While the optimal salinity for V. cholerae growth is equivalent to 200 mM NaCl, a concentration commonly observed in estuarine habitats, it has adapted to tolerate a wide range of salinities and osmolarities. In response to osmotic stress, V. cholerae synthesizes ectoine and imports glycine betaine; these molecules are compatible solutes or small, highly soluble molecules that balance extracellular osmotic pressure. Ectoine is synthesized via gene products from a four-gene operon composed of a putative aspartokinase gene and ectABC (132) . Expression of ectABC genes is regulated by osmolarity (80) . Because V. cholerae lacks the genes needed for glycine betaine synthesis, it imports glycine betaine produced by other organisms via the transporter OpuD (79) .
V. cholerae also responds to changes in osmolarity by regulating biofilm formation. Biofilm formation is highest in media with osmolarity equal to that of 100 mM NaCl, which falls within the range typically found in estuaries, and it lessens with increased or decreased osmolarity (80) . Low osmolarity induces expression of the transcriptional regulator gene oscR, which represses biofilm genes (80) . In contrast, the transcriptional regulator CosR activates biofilm genes and represses motility genes in response to high ionic strength. Additionally, CosR represses compatible solute biosynthesis and transporter genes at optimal ionic strength (∼200 mM), independently of its function as a regulator of biofilm formation (81) . These regulators link changes in external conditions with the production of biofilms, demonstrating both the significance of this growth mode in environmental survival and the complex regulatory networks that govern it.
Adaptations to changes in temperature
Temperature fluctuations due to seasonal changes are known to correlate with other factors that influence V. cholerae growth and survival, including shifts in plankton concentration, nutrient availability, and salinity, making it a suitable marker for indirect detection of V. cholerae occurrence via remote sensing (133) . Ecological studies have demonstrated that high water temperature, typically above 15°C, is a good predictor for the presence of V. cholerae (134) (135) (136) . Temperature can also act as a signal for the transition between environment and host. When shifted to low temperatures relative to the host temperature of 37°C, V. cholerae has been shown to initiate biofilm formation via the activation of six DGCs that collectively increase c-di-GMP levels. Increased biofilm formation was observed at 15°C and 25°C when compared to growth at 37°C, with the greatest biofilm formation observed at the lowest temperature of 15°C (70) . This indicates that biofilm formation may be initiated once V. cholerae transitions from the human host into the aquatic environment and may be upregulated when seasonal downshifts in temperature occur. In contrast, high water temperature has been shown to promote attachment to chitin by upregulating the production of the adhesins MSHA and GpbA, potentially playing a role in increasing vector transmission to the host (137) . Additionally, translation of a major V. cholerae virulence regulator, ToxT, appears to be activated via an RNA thermometer when the organism is shifted to 37°C, the internal temperature of its human host (138) .
V. cholerae utilizes several survival mechanisms in response to suboptimal temperatures. Two cold shock proteins, CspA and CspV, are induced when V. cholerae experiences low temperatures, and appear to play roles in cold adaptation. However, the mechanism of adaptation and regulons of these cold shock proteins have not been extensively explored (139) . CspA and CspV are hypothesized to play roles in induction of a nonculturable state in response to 4°C temperatures. The nonculturable state, which is induced in response to cold stress or nutritional starvation, allows V. cholerae to survive unfavorable environmental conditions and is described in greater detail at the end of this section (140) . This process indicates that V. cholerae can respond to the broad range of temperatures it encounters during its life cycle and initiate the appropriate responses, either activating protective measures to improve environmental survival during seasonal temperature drops or inducing virulence factors that enhance intestinal colonization once it transitions from the aquatic environment into the human host.
Generation of metabolically dormant cells
In response to environmental stress, V. cholerae has been observed to reduce its metabolic activity, convert from its characteristic comma shape to a round, coccoid shape, and become nonculturable under traditional laboratory conditions (141) . This state has been referred to as viable but nonculturable (VBNC), conditionally viable, environmental V. cholerae (CVEC), and persister cells, depending on the conditions under which they were observed, though it appears that these states are highly similar and can be induced by common cues (142) (143) (144) (145) . Nutrient deprivation is one of the most commonly observed signals shown to induce this state and diminishes the lipid, carbohydrate, RNA, and protein content of the cell (146) . The reduced needs of these cells appear to contribute significantly to environmental survival when conditions are unfavorable. Both QS and passage through a mammalian host return these cells to their active state, indicating that recovery from this state plays a significant role in transmission and the start of outbreaks (147-150).
Type VI secretion system V. cholerae utilizes the type VI secretion system (T6SS) to translocate effector proteins into a diverse group of target cells, including other bacteria, phagocytic amoebas, and human macrophages. This secretion system contributes to environmental survival and persistence by providing a defense against other bacteria and eukaryotic predators and appears to play a role in host survival by interrupting host phagocytosis (151) (152) (153) (154) . The T6SS is ubiquitous among Gram-negative bacteria and is composed of a dynamic, contractile phage tail-like structure anchored to a membrane associated, cell-envelope-spanning assembly. T6SS delivers effector proteins in a contact-dependent manner, which occurs via assembly of the phage tail-like structure, composed of a base plate, tube, and sheath, onto the membrane complex. This is followed by the contraction of the sheath-like structure, resulting in the propulsion of the inner tube toward the target cell and the delivery the effector protein. The contracted sheath is then disassembled, and sheath components are recycled (155) .
The T6SS delivery tube is composed of repeating units of the hemolysin coregulated protein, and a trimeric tip is composed of the valine-glycine repeat proteins G (VgrG1-3). Some VgrGs carry C-terminal extensions that are enzymatically active and can impact the target cell, including V. cholerae's VgrG-1, which cross-links actin in eukaryotic cells, and VgrG-3, which carries a C-terminal domain with peptidoglycan-degrading activity that kills other bacterial cells (153, 156) . The T6SS can be used to deliver VgrG-associated effectors or independent effectors, such as the V. cholerae T6SS toxins VasX and TseL, which disrupt both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell membranes (157) (158) (159) . Most T6SS effectors have corresponding antagonistic immunity proteins that inactivate the effector and prevent self-killing (159) . Three main V. cholerae effectors, VgrG-3, VasX, and TseL, are known to be inactivated by the immunity genes tsiV3, tsiV2, and tsiV1, respectively, which are encoded directly downstream of their corresponding effectors (158, 160) .
The T6SS plays an important role in inter-and intraspecies competition (152, 154). Strains of V. cholerae that constitutively express the T6SS are not only highly virulent toward other bacteria, but they are also more virulent against other V. cholerae strains that constitutively express the T6SS (154, 161) . While all V. cholerae strains sequenced to date harbor T6SS genes, the effectors and immunity proteins within these conserved genes exhibit diversity between strains. Compatible strains do not kill one another because they harbor the same immunity proteins, but incompatible strains that carry different effector modules are subject to intraspecies killing (160) . Some strains that do not constitutively express the T6SS carry the immunity proteins necessary for protection against the strains that constitutively express the T6SS; however, different strains that constitutively express the T6SS were shown to enhance killing of one another, likely due to heterologous effectorimmunity sets (161) .
Three genomic loci encode for the V. cholerae T6SS. The major, or large, cluster encodes for the structural components of the T6SS, while two auxiliary clusters encode hemolysin coregulated proteins (152). All three clusters harbor effector and immunity proteins (160) . Though our understanding of the regulation of these genes is incomplete, several regulators of the T6SS have been identified, including VasH, RpoN, HapR, LuxO, cAMP-CRP, FliA, TsrA, TfoX, QstR, and OscR ( Fig. 3) (152, [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] . VasH is an RpoN-dependent transcriptional regulator encoded within the T6SS large cluster that upregulates the expression of the hcp and vasX genes by binding to the promoter regions of the large T6SS cluster and the satellite cluster starting with hcp-1 (152, 157). VasH is predicted to activate the alternative sigma factor RpoN, which positively regulates the hcp operons and vgrG3, but has no effect on the main T6SS cluster (163, 165, 169) . QS also plays a role in T6SS regulation. T6SS genes are positively regulated by HapR and negatively regulated by phosphorylated LuxO and QS sRNAs, which inhibit HapR translation and base pair to the large T6SS to inhibit transcription (164) (165) (166) . The regulatory complex cAMP-CRP, which is required for the biosynthesis of the cholera autoinducer (CAI-1) to activate QS, positively controls expression of hcp, and elimination of cAMP-CRP was shown to ablate production of hemolysin coregulated protein (165) . Additional negative regulators of T6SS genes have been identified. Deletion of flagellar regulatory genes results in the upregulation of T6SS genes, including the alternative sigma factor responsible for activating late-stage flagellin genes, FliA (168, 170) . The global transcriptional regulator TsrA has some structural similarity to H-NS and appears to play a similar silencing role to repress T6SS genes (164) .
Environmental signals stimulating expression of T6SS genes have been identified. A recent study revealed that expression of the T6SS is positively controlled by two major regulators of competency, TfoX and QstR, which are activated in response to growth on chitin (167) . Growth on chitin supports the formation of biofilms and allows predatory cells close access to neighboring bacteria within the densely packed microbial community. Upregulation of the T6SS by natural competency regulatory circuitry results in the killing of nonimmune neighboring cells during growth on chitin. DNA is released from the lysed target cell, which is then taken up by the predatory cell via the competency machinery. This study demonstrated that in addition to its role in competition, the T6SS can enhance DNA uptake, potentially leading to increased evolution via horizontal gene transfer when the new DNA is incorporated into the genome (167).
T6SS expression was shown to be greatly enhanced under high osmolarity and low temperature conditions, which mimic estuarine conditions, suggesting that this system may be important in defense against predation and intraspecies competition in the aquatic environment. Genetic evidence suggests that the osmoregulator, OscR, represses the T6SS under low osmolarity at 37°C, though the mechanism of regulation has not been determined (171) . It is hypothesized that expression of the T6SS in O1 strains is regulated in a pathoadaptive manner by osmolarity and temperature shifts; however, FIGURE 3 Regulation of V. cholerae type VI secretion system (T6SS). The V. cholerae T6SS plays an important role in the life cycle of this pathogen, enhancing inter-and intraspecies competition, protection from predators, and virulence. In strains where this system is not constitutively active, the T6SS is regulated in response to a number of environmental signals. Though it is unknown what signal TsrA responds to, this regulator represses the T6SS and the master virulence regulator ToxT, while activating HapA expression, which is involved in mucin degradation. Low osmolarity results in activation of the osmoregulator, OscR, which represses the T6SS. Quorum sensing also regulates the T6SS in response. At low cell density, LuxO is phosphorylated and activates the expression of quorum regulatory small RNAs (Qrr sRNAs), which repress the T6SS both through direct binding to the promoter regions of T6SS genes and through their inhibition of the positive regulator of T6SS, HapR. At high cell density, both HapR and the cAMP-CRP complex activate T6SS. HapR also actives QstR, which upregulates T6SS in response to growth on chitin. Flagellar regulatory genes are known to repress the T6SS through an unknown mechanism. Additionally, VasH, which is encoded by the T6SS pathogenicity island, is known to activate T6SS genes, potentially through its interaction with the alternative sigma factor RpoN, which appears to coregulate T6SS genes in a cAMP-CRP-dependent manner. Intriguingly, RpoN is also known to activate Qrr sRNAs, which repress the T6SS.
the T6SS also appears to play a role in the human host and likely responds to additional signals. The immunity gene tsiV3 was shown to contribute to colonization of infant rabbit intestines when cocolonized with bacterial cells carrying a functional T6SS, indicating that in vivo species competition may contribute to virulence (172) . Additionally, the effector VgrR-1 is known to increase inflammation and colonization in an infant mouse model (173) . Thus, the T6SS contributes to both environmental and host survival, though further characterization of this important system is needed to fully determine its role in V. cholerae ecology.
Protozoan grazing
In aquatic environments, V. cholerae is preyed upon by a variety of bacterivorous predators, including ciliated and flagellated protozoa. In response to this biological stress, the bacterium has evolved mechanisms to shield itself from grazing and to actively kill predators. The T6SS described in the previous section can be mobilized to kill predatory protozoa and was, in fact, initially discovered for its ability to attack and kill the model host amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum (152). This defense mechanism requires direct contact with predator cells, because the T6SS structure must puncture the cell membrane to deliver the VasX and TseL toxins (157, 159) .
Predator grazing also stimulates VPS production, leading to enhanced biofilm formation and a switch from smooth to rugose morphology associated with higher VPS production. VPS provides a physical barrier that partially protects V. cholerae from grazing (174) . Additionally, V. cholerae biofilms grown on chitin appear to have higher antiprotozoal activity than those grown on abiotic surfaces and were shown to significantly reduce numbers of the surface-feeding flagellate Rhynchomonas nasuta, which is sensitive to ammonium produced by V. cholerae as a byproduct of chitin metabolism. The loss of QS in biofilms grown on chitin results in lower ammonium production and reduced toxicity to R. nasuta (175) . Nonchitin biofilms have also been demonstrated to reduce predatory numbers at higher rates than planktonic cultures and promote predator killing via the production of QS-dependent antiprotozoal factors (29) . While these antiprotozoal factors have not yet been identified, the HapR-regulated secreted protease PrtV is thought to be a candidate and was shown to be responsible for V. cholerae killing of Cafeteria roenbergensis and Tetrahymena pyriformis (176) . The fact that both VPS and HapR contribute to grazing resistance is intriguing, because HapR downregulates vps expression. The role of HapR/QS in grazing resistance appears to be greater than that of VPS, because hapR mutants are less resistant to grazing than vps mutants (174) . However, hapR mutants exhibit some grazing resistance in field and microcosm experiments, likely due to the increased biofilm formation phenotypes associated with hapR mutations. This physical protection from predators likely accounts for the enhanced grazing resistance of hapR mutants compared to wild type and demonstrates that V. cholerae uses multiple, independent mechanisms for evading predation (51, 177, 178) .
Vibriophages
Bacterial viruses, known as bacteriophages or phages, play a critical role in the duration and severity of cholera outbreaks. Vibriophages specific for the serogroup dominating a particular outbreak can target and kill members of that serogroup in aquatic reservoirs or in infected hosts, thus promoting the decline of outbreaks by reducing transmission of infective V. cholerae (143, (179) (180) (181) . An inverse correlation between the presence of environmental phages and the occurrence of viable V. cholerae in the aquatic environment, as well as the number of locally reported cholera cases, was observed over a 3-year study (180) . This study suggests that epidemics are likely to begin when phage levels are diluted or diminished in the environment. In addition to influencing the timing of outbreaks and environmental competition of strains, lytic phages contribute to the self-limiting nature of seasonal cholera outbreaks. At the height of an epidemic, high levels of V. cholerae are observed in patient stool and in the environment, followed by high levels of lytic phages specific for the serogroup dominating the given epidemic, which contribute to the epidemic's decline. High levels of environmental phages correspond to high levels of phages observed in patient stool, suggesting that host-mediated phage amplification and subsequent dispersal into the environment is an important contributor to the selflimiting nature of seasonal outbreaks (143, 179) . Additionally, studies that analyzed the impact of lytic phages naturally found in rice water stool on V. cholerae survival and infectious doses after co-incubation in pond water revealed that high levels of lytic phages reduced infectivity and prevented transmission of V. cholerae to new hosts (181, 182) . These findings suggest that phages modulate the infectious dose of V. cholerae and contribute to the collapse of cholera epidemics.
Evasion or adaptation to phage attack can also influence V. cholerae evolution. Often the O antigen is used as a major target of phages, and V. cholerae may modify its O antigen in an attempt to evade phage attack, resulting in new V. cholerae clones (183) . Environmental phages displayed genetic and phenotypic diversity and, while many were specific to either O1 or O139 strains, some were able to use multiple V. cholerae strains as hosts, behaving as lysogenic phages in some strains and lytic phages in others. High phage concentrations may result in selective pressure for strains to become phage resistant or lysogenic for prevalent phages, and phage-related territorialism might be exploited to modulate epidemics and the rise of specific serogroups (180) .
Phages not only play an essential role in the control of cholera outbreaks, but also contribute to the evolution of V. cholerae via horizontal gene transfer, genomic rearrangements, and vibriocidal selection. One of V. cholerae's main virulence factors, cholera toxin, was introduced to V. cholerae via horizontal gene transfer. The cholera toxin genetic element (CTX), which encodes the genes necessary for the production of cholera toxin, is encoded by a lysogenic bacteriophage (CTXΦ) that uses the toxin coregulated pilus (TCP) as its receptor (184) . Phage-bacteria interactions have a large influence on epidemic and evolutionary dynamics, playing dual roles in the rise of pathogenic V. cholerae and subsequent control of V. cholerae outbreaks.
ENTRY INTO THE HOST
V. cholerae undergoes a significant shift in environmental conditions as it is transmitted from the aquatic environment into the human host, and it continues to be exposed to diverse and changing signals throughout its infection cycle. This section outlines the challenges that V. cholerae experiences as it passes through the stomach and colonizes the small intestine, including stomach acid, nitric oxide (NO), bile, bicarbonate, antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), and mucin, and describes the molecular and physiological changes it undergoes to allow for efficient survival and transmission. Additionally, the induction of the virulence cascade in response to host signals is described, and we end this section by detailing how V. cholerae contacts host epithelial cells and initiates the production of the two major V. cholerae virulence factors, the TCP and cholera toxin. In vitro systems, human cholera patients, and various model organisms, including infant and adult mice, infant rabbits, and rabbit ligated ileal loops, were used to determine V. cholerae's molecular and physiological responses to the host environment.
Responses to Challenges Encountered in the Stomach
When V. cholerae is ingested by the host, it enters the stomach and must respond to extreme physiological stresses, including exposure to acid and DNA-damaging agents. Adaptation to these damaging agents is essential for passage on to the small intestine, where the pathogen targets epithelial cells and induces virulence. In this section we describe the main challenges encountered by V. cholerae in the stomach and detail known survival responses and their impact on transmission and infection.
Adaptation to low pH
After ingestion, V. cholerae cells experience extreme acidity as they pass through the stomach, where the pH typically ranges from 1 to 3. V. cholerae grows best at neutral pH and has been shown to have a relatively low tolerance for acidic conditions, yet it survives prolonged acid exposure in the stomach, where average dwell times range from 20 to 60 minutes (185, 186) . Growth in biofilm was shown to enhance the pathogen's acid tolerance by providing physical protection against acid shock, and ingestion of biofilms has been hypothesized to increase survival of V. cholerae in the host (56) .
Exposure to acidic pH before infection greatly enhances colonization in the infant mouse due to V. cholerae's ability to mount a robust acid tolerance response (ATR) (Fig. 4) (12) . Many of the genes induced in response to low pH are heat shock proteins and chaperones, presumably to protect proteins from acid hydrolysis (187) . cadA, which encodes a lysine decarboxylase, is critical for V. cholerae's ATR, and disruption of cadA rendered the pathogen unable to survive acid shock after acid adaptation (188) . Lysine decarboxylases consume H+ ions to produce cadaverine and carbon dioxide, and therefore CadA likely protects V. cholerae from acid stress by pumping H+ ions out of the cell and raising internal pH. cadA expression is induced during infection of infant mice and adult rabbit ileal loops but not during growth in LB (188) . Expression of cadA was also induced by other conditions potentially encountered during host infection, including oxygen limitation, sucrose or glucose exposure, and low pH in the presence of lysine (189) . cadA is encoded in the cadBA operon, which is activated by the ToxRlike transcriptional regulator CadC. Expression of cadC is activated by the LysR-type regulator AphB, which also controls the virulence regulatory cascade in conjunction with the QS-regulated transcriptional activator, AphA.
AphB and CadC are important for the V. cholerae ATR due to their regulation of cadA, and AphB's role in the ATR establishes a link between acid stress and virulence in V. cholerae (189) .
Furthermore, the V. cholerae ATR likely involves gshB, which encodes glutathione synthetase, the enzyme that catalyzes the final step of glutathione synthesis. Disruption of gshB resulted in a 1,000-fold decrease in colonization of the infant mouse compared to wild-type V. cholerae (190) . Glutathione regulates the Kef system, which is required for potassium ion transport, and pH homeostasis is believed to involve Na + and K + transport. Thus, the inability to produce glutathione and regulate K + transport likely renders bacteria unable to cope with pH stress.
Interestingly, acid-adaptation does not appear to increase V. cholerae survival during passage through the infant mouse stomach (191) . Instead, it has been proposed that acid-adapted cells have enhanced colonization because they begin multiplying earlier and/or have a faster multiplication rate compared to unadapted cells. Although pretreating V. cholerae with acid does not aid in passage through the stomach, ATR genes are induced during infection and bolster colonization of the small intestine, indicating that the response to acid stress is critical for host infection and the transmission cycle of V. cholerae.
Adaptation to reactive nitrogen species (RNS)
In addition to acid shock, V. cholerae must cope with DNA damage generated by RNS. Nitrite from food sources and saliva is deposited in the stomach, where the low pH generates acidified nitrite that can be quickly reduced to the gaseous RNS NO, which causes DNA damage and has potent antimicrobial activity (Fig. 4 ) (192, 193) . V. cholerae copes with RNS by expressing hmpA, which encodes an enzyme responsible for destroying NO. Deletion of this gene attenuated colonization in the presence, but not absence, of NO (194) . The involvement of HmpA in survival in the stomach indicates that RNS cause DNA damage in this environment. Conversely, loss of genes associated with reactive oxygen species had no effect on survival, indicating that RNS is the main source of DNA damage during V. cholerae infection (194) .
After traversing through the stomach, V. cholerae must continue to cope with the presence of NO. In response to V. cholerae infection, epithelial cells in the small intestine express the gene that encodes NO synthase (iNOS), which can then generate NO (195) . Evidence suggests that NO continues to induce DNA damage in the small intestine, and adaptation to this damage requires hmpA (196) . In the adult mouse, hmpA deletion mutants had a colonization defect that was evident 3 days after inoculation, and infection was completely abrogated by day 7, indicating that HmpA is important for long-term colonization of the adult mouse in addition to mediating passage through the stomach (194, 196) . A transcriptional regulator, NorR, is required for hmpA expression. Interestingly, expression of norR is not altered by the presence of NO, and NorR represses its own expression independently of NO. Competition experiments in iNOS-deficient mice revealed that HmpA and NorR are critical for responding to long-term challenge derived from iNOS in the adult mouse small intestine (196) .
Additionally, disruption of recO, which encodes a protein involved in daughter strand gap repair, prevents FIGURE 4 V. cholerae adaptation to low pH and radical nitrogen species (RNS). After ingestion, V. cholerae must adapt to low pH and RNS encountered in the stomach and small intestine. CadC, a ToxR-like transcriptional regulator, mediates the acid tolerance response and is known to be activated in response to low pH and by the LysR-type regulator AphB. CadC activates the expression of a lysine decarboxylase, CadA, which is thought to pump H+ ions out of the cell, thus raising internal pH. The glutathione synthetase, GshB, is also known to increase acid tolerance, likely through its regulation of the Kef system, which is responsible for potassium ion transport and plays a role in pH homeostasis. Low pH also contributes to the production of RNS, because acidified nitrite generated in response to low pH can be reduced to RNS. Inducible NO synthase (iNOS) produced by epithelial cells is also used to generate RNS. V. cholerae exposure to RNS can result in DNA damage that may be counteracted through the expression of RecO, a protein involved in daughter strand gap repair, Nfo, an endonuclease involved in base excision repair, and MutS, a DNA mismatch repair protein. Additionally, activation of HmpA, an enzyme responsible for destroying nitric oxide (NO), via the transcriptional regulator NorR contributes to V. cholerae resistance to RNS stress. the pathogen from mounting an ATR and causes a severe colonization defect in infant mice (190) . Loss of nfo, encoding an endonuclease involved in base excision repair, and mutS, encoding a DNA mismatch repair protein, also led to colonization defects relative to wild type. Colonization defects of nfo, mutS, and hmpA mutants reached 50 to 60% just 3 hours postinoculation; however, these defects were rescued by neutralization of stomach acid in the infant mice, further bolstering the link between gastric acid and DNA damage (194) . Additionally, these mutant strains did not have heightened sensitivity to a low-pH medium, indicating that DNA damage in the host is induced by RNS derived from acidified nitrite, rather than acid stress alone. The results detailed above indicate that not only are DNA repair mechanisms critical for successful passage through the gastric acid barrier, but they also facilitate long-term survival in the small intestine.
Responses to Challenges Encountered in the Intestine
After passage through the stomach, V. cholerae enters the small intestine, where it must survive additional stressors and overcome physical barriers to begin colonization. Here we discuss how V. cholerae survives exposure to bile salts, organic acids, and AMPs and how it penetrates the mucus layer to reach the epithelial cells. Once it accesses the epithelial cells, it attaches, multiplies, and begins the production of virulence factors. It is worth noting that V. cholerae likely must compete with commensal bacteria found in the host gut, but this process has not been studied and therefore is not discussed in detail.
Bile
Bile is an aqueous mixture whose primary function is to emulsify and solubilize lipids, and it acts as an antimicrobial agent by damaging the cell wall and disrupting cellular homeostasis. In V. cholerae, bile resistance commonly involves proteins required for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) synthesis, efflux pumps, porins, and Tol proteins (Fig. 5) (197) . Mutations in the V. cholerae LPS biosynthesis genes waaF, wavB, and galU enhanced bile sensitivity (198, 199) . waaF and wavB encode a putative heptosyl II transferase and a putative 1-4-β-glycosyl transferase, respectively; these products are required to synthesize the core oligosaccharide, which is necessary for V. cholerae to survive in the presence of bile (198, 199) . galU encodes a UDP-glucose-pyrophosphorylase, which is responsible for synthesizing UDP-glucose, a carbohydrate that is incorporated into LPS surface structures to enhance the organism's hydrophobic barrier (198, 200) .
V. cholerae bile resistance is also dependent on the response of efflux pumps, which remove numerous types of harmful compounds from bacterial cells. Efflux pumps are paired with pore proteins, which form channels in the outer membrane that allow compounds to be pumped out of the cell. In V. cholerae, the pore protein TolC is required for bile resistance and colonization in an infant mouse model and is hypothesized to function as the outer membrane channel for efflux pump systems (201) . The RND (resistance-nodulationdivision) family efflux systems, VexAB and BreAB (formerly named VexCD), both contribute to bile resistance, though VexAB appears to confer resistance to a greater range of antimicrobial compounds, while BreAB appears to specifically confer resistance to certain bile acids and detergents (202) . Additionally, the multidrug resistance pump system VceAB is involved in resistance to the bile salt deoxycholate (203) .
Bile sensitivity is also affected by porins, such as OmpU and OmpT, which allow exogenous compounds to diffuse into the cell based on size. In response to bile, V. cholerae expression of ompU is increased. Replacement of ompT with ompU increases bile resistance, because the smaller channel size of OmpU encumbers bile flux into the cell (204) .
Besides posing a challenge for V. cholerae to overcome, bile also serves as a signal for V. cholerae to regulate genes associated with biofilm formation and virulence, though different bile compounds appear to exert differential regulation of this process. Bile acids have been shown to trigger an increase in the intracellular concentration of c-di-GMP, a signaling nucleotide that promotes biofilm formation and represses virulence genes (205) . However, the effect of bile acids on c-di-GMP production was quenched by bicarbonate, which is produced by epithelial cells and secreted into the lumen of the small intestine to neutralize stomach acid (69, 206) . Bile also influences the activity of a master virulence regulator, ToxT. Cis-palmitoleate, a fatty acid found in bile, binds to ToxT and reduces expression of its downstream virulence targets, tcp and ctx, by interfering with its ability to bind to DNA (207) . Bicarbonate, which increases in concentration near the epithelial surface, enhances ToxT activity (206) . Repression of ToxT activity by bile or activation by bicarbonate was shown to be dependent on a short, unstructured region of ToxT, which is proposed to bind to its negative or positive effectors and change conformation to enhance Efflux pumps promote bile and AMP resistance by removing these compounds from the cell. Multiple porins, including OmpU and OmpT, contribute to AMP resistance. OmpU promotes bile resistance, because its relatively small channel size prevents bile compounds from entering the cell. Bile acids trigger an increase in the concentration of intracellular c-di-GMP; this response may be partially quenched by the low concentration of bicarbonate present in the intestinal lumen. Bile acids also interfere with the ability of the major virulence regulator ToxT to bind DNA, thus encumbering expression of virulence genes in the lumen. (B) Upon contacting the mucus layer, V. cholerae encounters mucins and high concentrations of bicarbonate. Mucins promote production of the GlcNac-binding protein GbpA, which is expressed on the cell surface and facilitates adhesion to the mucus layer. Mucins also promote production of Hap (hemagglutinin/ protease), which breaks up mucus, thus facilitating penetration through the mucus layer. Hap downregulates GbpA, which may prevent the cell from continuing to adhere to the mucus layer as it penetrates through it. Additionally, mucins promote motility and downregulate vps genes, which may further foster movement through the mucus layer toward the epithelium. High cell density leads to activation of HapR, which downregulates GbpA production directly, as well as indirectly by promoting production of Hap. Virulence genes are activated when the high concentration of bicarbonate in the mucus layer enhances ToxT activity, as well as when the bile salt taurocholate promotes activation of TcpP.
or reduce DNA binding (208) . This supports a hypothesis in which bile components in the lumen bind to ToxT and hold it in its inactive confirmation until it enters the mucus layer of the intestine, where increasing levels of bicarbonate activate ToxT and expression of virulence factors as V. cholerae approaches epithelial cells (206, 208) .
The bile salt taurocholate upregulates virulence by inducing formation of an intermolecular disulfide bond between two cysteine residues in the periplasmic domain of the transmembrane transcription factor TcpP (209) . This disulfide bond formation allows for dimerization and activity of TcpP, which then activates virulence genes. TcpP is responsible for transcription of ToxT. Taurocholate additionally stimulates biofilm dispersal by degrading the biofilm matrix (210) . Intriguingly, taurocholate activation of virulence was only observed in planktonic cells or in cells that were first abiotically dispersed from the biofilm in response to taurocholate (210) . Thus, TcpP activation likely prepares the cell to produce further downstream virulence factors as it enters the intestine and encounters the appropriate signals.
Antimicrobial peptides
V. cholerae must cope with AMPs in the small intestine. These peptides are part of the innate immune system and make up a diverse group of amphipathic molecules. AMPs have a variety of mechanisms for killing bacteria and often function by altering membrane permeability. As with other challenges in the host, bacteria have evolved a variety of mechanisms for coping with AMPs, including modification of LPS and export of AMPs from the cell (Fig. 5) .
The acyltransferase MsbB aids in resistance to a wide variety of AMPs by facilitating modification of LPS (211) . An msbB mutant was attenuated for colonization in the infant mouse, indicating that msbB is important for resistance to AMPs found in the infant mouse gut. The cathelin-related AMP CRAMP is prevalent in the infant mouse intestine, and loss of msbB was shown to significantly increase CRAMP sensitivity (211, 212) . CRAMP is similar to the human AMP LL-37, indicating that MsbB may play a comparable role in human infection (213) . The lipid A LPS moiety of msbB mutants is underacylated compared to wild-type LPS, which suggests that acylation of LPS provides resistance to mammalian AMPs, or alternatively, underacylation causes secondary membrane disruption that negatively impacts V. cholerae AMP resistance. Further studies are needed to distinguish between these two possibilities.
Various forms of LPS modification are involved in V. cholerae resistance to polymyxin B, an AMP produced by bacteria (211, 214, 215) . Loss of msbB significantly decreases polymyxin B resistance in the El Tor biotype, indicating that lipid A acylation is critical for resistance to this AMP (211) . MsbA/LpxN adds secondary hydroxylated acyl chains to the lipid A portion of LPS and mediates polymyxin B resistance (214) . AlmG, AlmF, and AlmE are required to modify LPS with glycine and diglycine residues, and loss of almG strongly increases polymyxin B sensitivity (215) . CarR, the response regulator of the two-component system CarRS, directly binds to and activates transcription at the almEFG promoter (216, 217) . Though CarRS is known to be negatively regulated by high calcium levels, which naturally fluctuate in the aquatic environment, further study is needed to identify in vivo signals sensed by CarS that may be responsible for in vivo CarRS activity and alm gene expression (90) . Though alm genes were shown to be dispensable for colonization of the infant mouse, these enzymes may confer resistance to AMPs unique to the human gut (217) . The importance of lipid A modification, which could contribute to AMP resistance by modifying the cell surface charge and/or by altering the membrane fluidity of the cell, highlights the role of LPS in protecting V. cholerae from antimicrobial compounds.
Efflux pumps can export AMPs, and loss of any of V. cholerae's six RND efflux systems caused heightened sensitivity to antimicrobial compounds. The vexB mutant was most sensitive to AMPs, indicating that the VexAB efflux system is the major contributor to AMP resistance. Furthermore, RND mutants mimic the AMPsensitive phenotype of a tolC mutant, suggesting that these efflux systems work in conjunction with the pore protein TolC to remove AMPs from the cell (218) .
Porins also have a role in V. cholerae resistance to AMPs. The OmpU and OmpT porins contribute to resistance to polymyxin B and BPI (bactericidal/ permeability-increasing), an antimicrobial protein expressed on the surface of human gastrointestinal tract epithelial cells (219) . In vitro studies revealed that loss of toxR increases killing by a BPI derivative known as P2 by 100-fold relative to wild type, and this activity was due to ToxR's role in regulating expression of the porins ompU and ompT (220). OmpU is primarily responsible for mediating P2 resistance in the mid-log phase and stationary phases, while OmpT plays a role in this process during the stationary phase (220) . OmpU controls AMP resistance via a pathway that includes the alternative sigma factor RpoE. It has been proposed that AMP-induced membrane perturbations cause an OmpU conformational change that allows the porin to bind DegS, a periplasmic protease responsible for activating RpoE (219) . This alternative sigma factor stimulates repair of AMP-induced membrane damage by triggering the extracytoplasmic stress response, which includes periplasmic protein folding chaperones such as the thiol:disulfide interchange proteins DsbA and DsbD and outer membrane components such as lipoproteins (221) .
Mucus barrier
V. cholerae must navigate the thick coating of mucus that lines the small intestine. This viscous secretion serves as part of the body's innate immune system by preventing pathogens from contacting and colonizing the intestinal surface. Complex glycoproteins called mucins are the primary constituents of mucus and are responsible for its viscosity. Upon entering the small intestine, V. cholerae contacts and adheres to the mucosal lining ( Fig. 5) (222) . gbpA, which encodes a chitin-binding protein, is important for this adherence (105) . GbpA binds the chitin monomer N-acetyl-D-glucosamine (GlcNac), which is a common constituent of human intestinal mucins (223) . Most of the GbpA produced by V. cholerae is secreted, with a minor fraction remaining on the cell surface and facilitating adhesion. Experiments performed in the infant mouse suggest that coordinated interactions between GbpA and mucin facilitate the initial stage of V. cholerae intestinal adherence (105) . GbpA binds to mucins and triggers a signaling cascade that stimulates the transcription of host genes associated with production of secreted mucins. Concomitantly, V. cholerae exposure to mucins stimulates transcription and production of GbpA. The increased levels of GbpA, especially on the bacterial surface, facilitate adherence to the intestinal mucus layer (105) . Additional factors are then needed to facilitate penetration through the mucus layer and attachment to host cells.
A soluble zinc-dependent metalloprotease known as Hap (hemagglutinin/protease) is required for V. cholerae to penetrate the host mucus layer (224) . Hap, encoded by hapA, has both mucinolytic and cytotoxic activity and is required for V. cholerae to translocate through a mucin-containing gel in a column assay (224) . Mucin stimulates Hap expression and production, which then facilitates breakdown of mucus and penetration to the intestinal surface. Hap also degrades GbpA, suggesting that production of Hap upon mucin binding stimulates degradation of both GbpA and mucin, allowing the cells to move through the mucus layer (225) . The QS master regulator HapR represses gbpA expression and activates hapA expression, suggesting that cell division and increasing cell density after mucus attachment promote degradation of mucin by Hap and prevent production of new GbpA from hampering movement through the mucin (224, 225) . Additionally, mucin activates hapA expression independently of HapR. Bile salts and growth at 37°C promote Hap production, but not expression, indicating that these factors control posttranscriptional modifications of hapA (224) . Together, evidence suggests a model in which mucin and HapR stimulate Hap-dependent mucosal breakdown.
Mucin also stimulates V. cholerae motility and represses VPS production. VPS is capable of binding to mucin, and mutants that overexpress VPS are attenuated for colonization in the distal intestine of the infant mouse, likely because they do not have the ability to migrate quickly through the mucus layer (226) . Thus, the concomitant increase in motility and decrease in vps expression in response to mucin indicates that V. cholerae maximizes movement through the mucus layer. Experiments performed in mucin-containing columns indicated that the V. cholerae polar flagellum breaks as the organism migrates through mucin, and the loss of flagellar proteins triggers a pathway that leads to inhibition of hapR transcription and expression of virulence genes (170) . This study indicated that the flagellum is required for initial penetration into the mucin but that V. cholerae utilizes flagellar-independent motion to move in mucin. Alternatively, it was proposed that flagellar breakage may occur closely enough to the intestinal epithelium that the organism is still able to colonize and express virulence genes.
Intestinal cell contact and the production of virulence factors
After penetrating the mucus layer in the small intestine, V. cholerae attaches to epithelial cells, forms microcolonies, and produces the virulence factors that cause the disease cholera. Here we discuss mechanisms impacting localization in the intestine and the induction of key virulence factors upon cell contact.
The two main virulence factors produced by V. cholerae are TCP and cholera toxin. TCP is a type IV pilus that facilitates colonization of the intestinal epithelium (227) . Cholera toxin's five B subunits bind to the surface of epithelial cells, and then a portion of the A subunit penetrates into the host cells and alters host cell signal transduction pathways leading to constitutive cyclic AMP production, leading to profuse secretion of chloride and water into the gut lumen while preventing Na + absorption (228) . Production of TCP and cholera toxin, as well as other virulence factors, depends on two transmembrane transcriptional regulators, ToxR/ToxS and TcpP/TcpH, as well as the cytoplasmic regulators AphAB and ToxT (229) (230) (231) (232) (233) . ToxR and TcpP directly activate expression of ToxT, the most downstream transcriptional regulator of the virulence regulatory cascade. tcpPH expression is modulated by AphAB, which binds to the promoter region of tcpPH and activates its expression (233) . TcpH inhibits degradation of TcpP, which works with ToxR to bind to the toxT promoter and activate ToxT expression (234, 235) . ToxT undergoes conformational changes depending on signals encountered in the stomach and small intestine; when in its active conformation, ToxT promotes production of TCP and cholera toxin by binding directly to the tcpA and ctx promoter regions and displacing the nucleoid-associated protein, H-NS, which acts as a silencer of virulence gene expression (64, 207, 236) . Experiments performed with the intestinal epithelial cell line INT 407 indicate that contact with host cells results in strong induction of major virulence genes ctxAB, tcpA, and toxT (Fig. 6) (237) . This response is triggered by strong induction of vieA, which encodes a PDE that degrades c-di-GMP via its EAL domain; furthermore, the VieA's EAL domain was required for induction of toxT in response to host cell contact (237) . These results indicate that host cell contact following mucosal penetration results in virulence gene expression.
EXIT FROM THE HOST
An important stage in the V. cholerae life cycle is its exit from the host, which contributes to the fast-moving nature of cholera outbreaks by facilitating transmission to a new host or redepositing high numbers of bacteria into aquatic reservoirs. At this stage, V. cholerae must detach from epithelial cells to exit the small intestine and be shed in stool, where it is again exposed to drastic changes in its environment. In this section we discuss what is known about V. cholerae exit and survival strategies late in infection, as well as factors contributing to environmental fitness and virulence after V. cholerae is shed in stool.
Mucosal Escape Response
During late-stage infection, V. cholerae initiates a mucosal escape response that allows it to exit the host. During this process, regulation of virulence factors changes within the population, and only a portion of the exiting cells continue to express virulence factors (Fig. 6 ). These responses are thought to enhance the ability of V. cholerae to transition back into environmental reservoirs or facilitate reentry into a new human host and are discussed in greater detail below.
V. cholerae utilizes a genetic program controlled by RpoS, the starvation/stationary phase alternative sigma factor, to detach and migrate from the epithelial surface into the lumen of the intestine (238) . As observed in a rabbit ileal loop model, wild-type V. cholerae cells leave the epithelial surface several hours into infection when cells would be expected to enter the stationary phase of growth, while strains lacking rpoS are much more likely to remain on the epithelium. RpoS positively controls production of HapR, which is also required for this transition (238) . Whole-genome expression profiling studies have demonstrated that RpoS controls the expression of genes involved in flagellar assembly and chemotaxis; some of these genes are also under the control of HapR, suggesting that high cell density and nutrient limitation leads to RpoS-dependent activation of a motility program, termed the mucosal escape response (238) . The mucosal escape response represents a distinct phase in the V. cholerae infection cycle that prepares V. cholerae for exit from the host and entry into the environment or for transmission to a new host. During this process, other complex genetic and physiological changes take place, including the differential downregulation of virulence gene expression (238) .
While the tcp and ctxAB genes are highly expressed early in the infectious cycle in bacteria adjacent to epithelial surfaces, later in infection significant heterogeneity in virulence gene expression is observed. The tcp and ctxAB genes are controlled by an epigenetic bistable switch that causes the V. cholerae population to undergo bifurcation as it enters the stationary phase and prepares for the mucosal escape response (35) . One subpopulation continued to express tcp and ctxAB genes, while the other subpopulation has decreased expression of these virulence genes. The master regulator of virulence, ToxT, plays a key role in this differential expression of virulence and dimerizes to promote expression of tcp genes and its own expression in a positively controlled regulatory feedback loop. This expression is hypersensitive to the number of ToxT dimers in the cell and can be repressed by the cAMP-CRP complex, which forms during entry into stationary phase. Thus, only a fraction of the cells continue to express virulence genes as they enter stationary growth phase, and bifurcation within the population occurs (35) . Intriguingly, TCP has selfaggregating properties, and expression of TCP was shown to be higher in bacterial aggregates, suggesting that this subpopulation may contribute to both aggregation and hyperinfectivity of V. cholerae shed in patient stool (35) . It has been suggested that the bistable control of virulence gene expression contributes to the transmission and allows a subpopulation of shed bacteria to be prepared for reentry and infection in a new host (35) .
Expression profiles of V. cholerae during infection using infant mouse and infant rabbit infection models have been determined using RNA-Seq. In both the infant mouse and infant rabbit models, 39 genes were found to be upregulated, while 478 genes were induced in one animal, indicating that there is minimum overlap in the expression profiles. These differences may be due to differences between infection microenvironments in FIGURE 6 Regulation of V. cholerae virulence cascade and mucosal escape. (A) When V. cholerae contacts host epithelial cells, expression of the PDE VieA is upregulated, resulting in a decrease in intracellular c-di-GMP concentration. In turn, low c-di-GMP concentration induces expression of toxT, which controls the production of V. cholerae's major virulence factors, toxin coregulated pilus (TCP) and cholera toxin (CT). Production of TCP and CT also depends on two transmembrane transcriptional regulators, ToxR and TcpP, as well as the cytoplasmic regulators AphAB and ToxT. TCP is a type IV pilus that facilitates colonization of the intestinal epithelium, while CT is a secreted toxin that causes constitutive cyclic AMP production in host epithelial cells, leading to profuse secretion of chloride and water into the gut lumen. (B) During later stages of infection, as the population density increases and cells reach the stationary phase, production of the starvation/ stationary phase alternative sigma factor RpoS and the quorum sensing master regulator HapR are induced. These regulators trigger flagellar assembly and chemotaxis, which foster exit from the host. Additionally, the population of V. cholerae cells in the small intestine becomes bifurcated; half of the cells continue to show high expression of virulence genes (represented by the bottom cell), while the other half shows downregulation of virulence genes.
these infection models (239) . Over 400 genes have been identified as being critical to V. cholerae in vivo fitness, including the virulence factors described above, genes involved in metabolism, resistance to bile, T6SS, and synthesis of the second messenger molecule cyclic AMP-GMP (c-AMP-GMP) (172) . While the significance of many of these genes is still being explored, it is evident that V. cholerae must initiate a complex and multifaceted cellular response to adapt to and survive in the host environment.
Survival During Late-Stage Infection and Dissemination from the Host
In addition to the two genetic programs described above, V. cholerae prepares for exit from the host by regulating a number of genes involved in metabolism, biofilm formation, and motility during late-stage infection and after being shed from the host. Here we discuss genes upregulated during late infection and their potential roles in environmental survival and transmission, as well as the hyperinfective state of cells shed in patient stool. We further explore factors influencing hyperinfectivity and describe what is known about this unique state.
Late-stage infection
During the late stages of infection V. cholerae prepares for dissemination and enters a unique physiological state that primes it to cope with nutrient limitations in the environment. Processes that are upregulated include recycling of amino acids, proteins, and cell wall components, which help the organism to conserve energy by making use of compounds that are already available in the cell (108) . Furthermore, late-stage infection prepares V. cholerae to cope with carbon limitation by utilizing alternative carbon sources. VC1926, which encodes a predicted activator of C4-dicarboxylate transport, prepares the pathogen to make use of succinate. The product of VC_A0744, a glycerol kinase, is involved in glycine metabolism. Succinate and glycine may be components of dissolved organic matter in aquatic environments, indicating that V. cholerae prepares to scavenge nutrients after dissemination. The operon containing VC0612-3 encodes chitin degradation enzymes; its induction in late-stage infection prepares the pathogen to make use of chitin, a nutrient that is highly available in aquatic environments, but not in the human host. Only a small subset of mutants lacking late-stage genes were shown to be attenuated for infection in the infant mouse, and the attenuated phenotypes were all specific to late-stage infection. Conversely, late-stage genes were critical for prolonged survival in pond water, indicating that late-stage infection genes likely have functions in dissemination and environmental survival, but not host infection (240) .
Gene regulation during late-stage infection also appears to regulate V. cholerae motility and biofilm formation by modulating levels of the signaling nucleotide c-di-GMP (111, 240) . During late infection, the transcriptional regulator PhoB becomes activated, which then induces expression of the acgAB operon. acgA encodes an active EAL PDE, while acgB encodes an active DGC. When acgA and acgB are overproduced, the net result is decreased c-di-GMP levels and increased motility compared to wild type (111) . However, the opposing activities of AcgA and AcgB may function by controlling fine-scale differences in c-di-GMP concentration in spatially localized modules, allowing them to regulate specific downstream processes. Late-stage infection was also shown to induce expression of three genes encoding DGCs, which are responsible for producing c-di-GMP (240) . Each of these DGCs was shown to be capable of c-di-GMP synthesis, and loss of all three genes greatly diminished survival in pond water after 24 hours. Late-stage induction of enzymes that synthesize and degrade c-di-GMP suggests that motility and biofilm formation are tightly controlled during this time, and further studies are needed to determine if these enzymes have specific downstream functions or if they regulate net c-di-GMP concentration in the population. Many of the genes induced during late infection impact V. cholerae's ability to survive when they are released in patient stool, where they may either transition back into the aquatic environment or be transmitted to a new host.
Hyperinfectivity
Stool-derived V. cholerae exhibits enhanced infectivity; this phenotype persists for up to 5 hours after shedding, even after dilution in nutrient-poor pond water. Shedding of hyperinfective bacteria in patient stool is predicted to impact the epidemic spread of cholera by lowering the infectious dose required to cause disease. Transcriptional profiling of V. cholerae isolated from patient stool revealed that genes required for nutrient acquisition and motility were upregulated, while genes required for chemotaxis were downregulated (12) . It is interesting to note that nonchemotactic mutants of V. cholerae showed increased infectivity compared to wild type. These mutants also showed altered localization within the host; wild-type V. cholerae localizes primarily to the distal portion of the small intestine, while nonchemotactic mutants colonize evenly throughout the small intestine (241) . It has been proposed that chemo-taxis guides the cells to areas that are optimal for virulence gene expression, but survival is reduced by suboptimal conditions or host immune defenses, and/or the increased area of colonization allows nonchemotactic mutants to reach higher numbers. Because recently shed cells were highly motile, it was proposed that motility in the absence of chemotaxis aids in dissemination from the host and reentry into aquatic environments. Alternatively, repression of chemotaxis may promote shedding from the GI tract by dampening V. cholerae's attraction to the intestinal epithelia (12, 242) .
However, while some V. cholerae were highly motile after shedding, cholera patient stools also contained biofilm-like aggregates that were demonstrated to be hyperinfective relative to planktonic cells from the same stool samples (34) . Formation of these aggregates appears to require VPS, because elimination of vps genes ablated aggregation in vitro and in rabbit ileal loops (147) . This supports a hypothesis that VPS contributes to the biofilm-like aggregates identified in cholera stool, in addition to clumping observed from TCP production or mucus adhesion. Further studies have shown that growth in a biofilm, even in the absence of passage through a host, induces hyperinfectivity (31). Cells derived from biofilms, whether intact or dispersed, are hyperinfective relative to planktonic cells, indicating that the structure of biofilm has little or no effect on a strain's infectivity. Rather, growth in a biofilm induces a transient physiological state that enhances colonization, suggesting that conditions associated with biofilm formation act as triggers to prepare the cells for host infection (31) . Intriguingly, QS-deficient hapR deletion mutants exhibited a colonization defect in an infant mouse model; however, this defect was only observed when the infectious dose was introduced in a biofilm rather than in a planktonic state. This result may be due to the inability of cells to detach from the biofilm in the absence of HapR and indicates that transitioning between the biofilm and planktonic state is critical for colonization, and the absence of this ability attenuates the hyperinfectivity of biofilms (56) . Collectively, these studies revealed that hyperinfectivity plays an important role in the initiation and persistence of cholera.
CONCLUSION
As this chapter has demonstrated, V. cholerae is exposed to a wide variety of signals and challenges throughout its life cycle. Transmission of the pathogen between hosts is a multifactorial process influenced by the quantity and infectivity of bacterial cells upon host entry, as well as the mechanisms used to withstand harsh conditions in the host and the environment.
It is known that V. cholerae must survive a number of fluctuating, and sometimes severe, environmental conditions and then must adapt to the vastly different conditions encountered during infection of the host. A number of survival strategies appear to be unique to each environment, while others are utilized in both. Utilization of chitin as an energy source is vital to V. cholerae survival, evolution, and transmission in the aquatic environment but is not available during infection of the human host. In contrast, the T6SS is utilized in competition against other bacteria and as a defense against predation in the aquatic environment, but it may also be used in the host as protection against macrophages and gut commensal bacteria. Advantages provided by one environment can also prepare this pathogen for entry into the other. For example, biofilm formation in the aquatic environment contributes to hyperinfectivity in the human host, while glycogen acquisition and storage during infection increases V. cholerae survival in nutrient poor aquatic environments once it has been shed in stool. These and other factors influence transmission and the severity of cholera outbreaks, which are additionally impacted by growth on zooplankton, favorable environmental conditions, shedding in patient stool, bacteriophage concentrations, and acquired immunity in hosts followed by the rapid evolution of new pathogenic forms of V. cholerae. The relationships between pathogen, host, and the aquatic environment are therefore intricately linked, each contributing to the survival, transmission, and infectivity of V. cholerae.
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